
 
PRESS RELEASE 

GREAT SATISFACTION FOR THE RITRAMA DEMO DAY  

DEDICATED TO RUSSIAN COMPANIES.  
 

Caponago, November 21st 2015 – The exchange activity between Ritrama Spa and its 

distributors around the world is a very important aspect of the company strategy to 

increase the brand penetration abroad. Last October a delegation of Viscom companies 

coming from different regions of the Russian Federation was hosted at the headquarters in 

Caponago, welcomed by Ronald Rink, General Manager Viscom & Industrial Division, and 

Christian Carolei, Sales Manager Industrial. These meetings represent the realization of the 

company creed, "We are listening", a slogan that highlights the close partnership 

between Ritrama and its distributors and customers based on listening and on the 

production of materials technologically advanced to satisfy every application requirement. 

 

The meeting opened with a presentation of the Viscom division and its latest novelties. A 

product particularly aroused great interest among the guests: RI-JET 75 Optima, part of the 

Digital Range series, a polymeric film highly stable and conformable, key features when an 

adhesive has to be applied in difficult weather conditions, as it may occur in Russia. In the 

second part of the meeting guests visited the slitting and logistic centre for the Viscom Division. 

Built on a 7.000 mq area, the Centre is equipped with fully automated slitting and packaging 

lines with 4 multiaxial robots working on three shifts to guarantee faster and efficient deliveries 

worldwide. 

 

«We are very satisfied, indeed we strongly believe in this kind of initiatives. For the Ritrama 

management it is very important to meet with distributors and customers working on the field every 

day. Thanks to a direct and close relationship with them we can improve our products: every question 

always offers an opportunity of growth» explains Ronald Rink. 

 

The day ended with a visit to Bergamo city and a dinner with a menu including some of the best 

Italian specialties.  

 

 

 

 
ABOUT RITRAMA 
Founded in Italy in 1962 Ritrama, an Italian multinational company, is the leading independent supplier of self-adhesive material in Europe and one of the worldwide key players. With 

more than 850 employees and 23 facilities located throughout the world, it is considered the largest family-owned company in the self-adhesive industry. Ritrama offers a wide range of 

products grouped into five divisions - Roll Label, Visual Communication, Graphics, Industrial and Polifibra 2011. Coating sites and R&D departments are located in Europe, America 

(North and South) and the Far East.  A modern centralized logistics platform is located in the Headquarters in Caponago (near Milan). Ritrama materials are applied in countless highly 

specialized and commodity industries such as visual communication, food, pharmaceutical and wine labelling, offset and screen printing, industrial labelling and anti-counterfeiting. 

The Ritrama group has an extensive network of distributors present all over the world to ensure a local "just in time" delivery of the products. 
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